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Abstract
A novel method including range-sensing scanning with texture and foot anatomical structure morphing basing on OpenSim is
proposed. Palpation of important anatomical landmarks on foot surface was conducted by a physical therapist, and a rangesensing device, Microsoft Kinect sensor, was adopted for the 3D textured model acquisition. 3D coordinate data of the landmarks
were measured and harnessed in OpenSim for subject-specific skeletal scaling based on a generic foot musculoskeletal model.
The muscle attachment point coordinates derived from an anatomy database basing on sampling from East Asia people were used
for muscle modelling. Then the 3D textured foot surface was registered with the morphed anatomical structures so that an
integrated foot model was generated. The surface landmark locations were then compared with the corresponding internal bony
sites and the errors were calculated to evaluate the accuracy and validity of this method. The potential error sources such as soft
tissue thickness and scaling error were also mentioned and discussed. This technique is useful to create individual anatomically
accurate human digital models for product design and development.
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1. Introduction
The uses of the digital anatomical foot model are fairly broad: pathology mechanics [1], plantar pressure [2],
plantar fasciitis [3] and surgical interventions [4]. In the fields of orthotic design [5] and shoe design [6], there are
also successful application instances. In order to get accurate details of anatomical structure inside the human body,
Computerized Tomography (CT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) have been used.
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CT scans are good at bone density and geometry detection while MRI is highly applicable to soft tissue imaging.
Although with different imaging principles, the two approaches share some similar pros and cons. The output data
from both MRI and CT are segmented into slices thereby facilitating for the geometrical reconstruction. With weak
contrast between soft tissues and bone, MRI manifests one of its drawbacks. In this regard, CT does better, but the
exposure to radiation leaves this method a fatal limitation in terms of the convenience of research. What they share
are the high cost and serious inconvenience due to their matched high-end equipment [7], which makes both
methods time consuming and impractical for individual model customization use.
Taking the features of CT and MRI into consideration, researchers harness a standard or reference model
(developed from MRI or CT) that can be generated basing on real human anatomy data beforehand and then morph
it to fit a specific subject according to surface geometry and anatomical landmarks of the specific body part [8].
Using this method, the subject-specific model can be efficiently and accurately acquired although it is just a
predicted result. When focusing on foot surface shape acquisition, which may include even the color and texture of
the scanned foot, the palpation procedure is commonly arranged corresponding to the important bone and joint
landmarks on the foot skin and thereby colored stickers can be used [9]. Compared to medical imaging technology,
the doctor and technician prefer to use this traditional method for anatomy structure evaluation, since even today it
still has considerable application value as a non-invasive and highly-efficient anthropometry method. Besides, this
approach also has an advantage that anatomical landmarks can be assigned beforehand and recognized after
scanning both manually and automatically through programming [10]. Essentially, musculoskeletal foot model
should be contained as a significant component in this approach. Several researchers have already developed some
anatomical models with the aim of anthropometry or muscle function estimation [11,12,13,14,15]. Some of them
directly harnessed the existing model provided by biomechanical analysis software such as Anybody and LifeMOD,
which gave rise to unpredictable errors due to non-specificity of the musculoskeletal structure. Others developed the
lower limb models themselves but based on the anatomy database statistically derived from Caucasians [16]. In
view of this, we adopted a new lower limb anatomy database developed by Shan (2003) [17] specially based on
people of Asian race from East Asia, thus the muscle attachment locations will be more accurate for future analysis.
In terms of the 3D scanning method for foot shape geometry acquisition, one of the methods is to use foot laser
scanner. There are now various foot scanning systems available, but they are expensive, e.g. the Scan 3D foot
scanner cost around US$51600. Optical scanner (e.g. a laser scanner) is a non-invasive scanning equipment with
advantages of high accuracy (up to 0.1mm [18]) compared to traditional method, such as casting. However, the
more accurate it is, the higher it costs, and the worse portability the device will be. This is so inconvenient and
impractical in certain cases when people need a solution with high efficiency, portability while not with requirement
of such a precision. Range sensing equipment is recently developing fast. This approach is on the basis of light
coding, projecting a known infrared pattern onto the object and depth data is hence determined based on deforming
information of infrared pattern. They cost much less accompanied by owning better portability and efficiency. A
most representative one is Microsoft Kinect (Microsoft LTD.), which was adopted to capture the foot geometry data
with landmarks through its color information in this study.
In this study, we proposed a composite method to develop a morphed three segment foot anatomical structure
based on range sensing scanning including surface landmarks, a generic musculoskeletal model [19] and the
aforementioned anthropometric anatomy database. OpenSim (open-source software from Stanford University) is
also used as the morphing tool in order that the basic correlation between the skeleton and muscles / ligaments is
preset properly. The landmark location validation was also conducted after registration of the foot surface and the
internal anatomical structure.
2. Methods
2.1. Foot surface data acquisition
Five female subjects (between 20~25 year old) were invited to the foot scan experiment using Kinect scanning
system. Besides Microsoft Kinect Sensor, the setup also includes a high performance Laptop (MSI LTD.) and Artec
Studio 9 (Artec LTD.) for real-time data processing and visualization [20]. The experiment was started with the
subject standing normally on the ground. The projector lens on Kinect sensor should be kept facing directly to the
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object while moving around so that Artec Studio would keep tracking the scene within its field of vision. During the
whole procedure the operator should move the Kinect sensor smoothly. Frame data is in real time calculated and
displayed. After scanning, Artec Studio would conduct post-processing including global registration and texture
mapping basing on all the frame data. The generated 3D textured foot model is demonstrated in Fig. 1.
Meshlab software is adopted for mesh data process such as further noise removal. In Geomagic Studio (Geomagic
LTD.), coordinates of the landmarks (black) on the foot surface can be extracted and utilized in the anatomical
morphing as tool landmarks. Accuracy check of Kinect scanning system utilized in this study was also carried out
[21]. In terms of foot scan, we are able to achieve an average precision of around 1.5mm.
2.2. Subject-specific morphing of musculoskeletal structures
The generic lower extremity model (LowerLimbModel2010_2LegsHATv2.1) in OpenSim model library was
used for foot model morphing (Fig. 2). The red dots are the landmarks as the scaling tools. Their locations (3D
coordinates) corresponding to the homologous ones marked on the subjects’ feet were used to morph the generic
model into subject-specific ones.
At first, the anatomical landmarks (pink balls in OpenSim interface) are matched one-to-one with the black
markers we put on the subjects’ foot surface. Then the dimension between two bony landmarks, taking metatarsalphalangeal joint and inter-phalangeal joint as an example, can be measured on the 3D model within MeshLab or
Geomagic Studio. The corresponding input area of this dimension in OpenSim can now be filled in with the value
we obtained. Alternative and more frequently used parameters are the coordinates of the markers which require
consistent reference frame fixed on the skeletal segment. The scaling ratio, as a result, will also be revealed. In this
study, we adopted uniform scaling method, i.e. scale the generic segments (Fig. 3) uniformly according to the ratio
(Fig. 4).

Fig. 1. 3D textured foot model from Kinect scanning system.

Fig. 2. Foot model in OpenSim (white: skeleton; red: muscles).
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Fig. 3. Toe segment: includes all phalanx distalis, phalanx media and phalanx proximalis; middle segment: includes all the metatarsal bones; the
talus.
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Fig. 4. Representation of morphing and the transforming matrix (Sx = Sy = Sz).

Fig. 5. Homologous landmarks matching.

The Registration step based on matching of coloured markers on the scanned surface and bony landmarks on the
morphed skeleton are carried out when the morphing is finished. As illustrated in Fig. 5, the homologous landmarks
are attached together based on least-squares criterion:
n

F

min ¦ Dist 2 ( PMi , PRi )

1

i 1

where Dist (PMi , PRi) denotes the distance between one pair of corresponding markers from the generic and
morphed model, respectively. F is the cost function that should be minimized. The morphed rigid point set (with
constant distances between each other) were located and oriented through rigid transformation [22]. The whole flow
chart of the skeleton morphing work is shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. The flow chart of morphing a generic model into a subject-specific one, also with the registration step (Lochner et al., 2014) applied in
Geomagic Studio to generate the integrated foot model.

Muscle and ligament are also of great significance in foot anatomical structures. They can also be edited
according to the database created by Shan (2003) [17] basing on our morphed skeleton. Tab.1 shows the statistical
coordinates of the muscles and ligaments attachment locations of foot of Asians from East Asia. The average muscle
attachment locations were calculated through sampling from the cadavers (also with regression equations depending
on multiple bony morphological parameters). In this paper, we chose from the female set of the database and use the
average locations in the musculoskeletal model. Accordingly the attachment points were edited in OpenSim and
illustrated in Fig.7.
Table 1. The average muscle attachment locations [17].
Muscle attachment points

X (mm)

Y (mm)

Z (mm)

Reference frame

Tibialis Anterior origin

2.08 ±0.07

1.15 ±0.04

–2.07 ±1.05

Tibia

Tibialis Anterior insertion

6.82 ±1.17

–3.52 ±0.08

–1.47 ±0.12

Foot

Extensor Digitorum Longus origin

2.28 ±0.33

0.96 ±0.70

1.14 ±0.56

Tibia

Extensor Digitorum Longus insertion

10.80 ±0.45

–4.69 ±0.68

2.57 ±0.11

Foot

Extensor Hallucis Longus insertion

12.76 ±0.73

–3.78 ±1.15

–1.43 ±0.08

Foot

Tibialis Posterior origin

1.17 ±0.25

0.26 ±0.52

–2.46 ±0.13

Tibia

Tibialis Posterior insertion

3.37 ±2.14

–3.19 ±0.22

–1.45 ±0.08

Foot

Flexor Digitorum Longus origin

–2.07 ±0.52

0.52 ±1.07

–1.16 ±0.65

Tibia

Flexor Digitorum Longus insertion

0.54 ±0.02

–2.98 ±0.13

–0.53 ±0.07

Foot

Flexor Hallucis Longus insertion

0.54 ±0.02

–2.98 ±0.13

–0.53 ±0.07

Foot

Peroneus Longus origin

–1.87 ±0.79

–1.07 ±0.48

1.99 ±0.11

Tibia

Peroneus Longus insertion

4.51 ±0.21

–5.90 ±0.32

4.02 ±0.81

Foot

Peroneus Brevis origin

–1.87 ±0.79

–1.07 ±0.48

1.99 ±0.11

Tibia

Peroneus Brevis insertion

4.51 ±0.21

–5.90 ±0.32

4.02 ±0.81

Foot

Peroneus Tertius origin

1.72 ±0.14

0.64 ±0.15

2.40 ±0.07

Tibia

Peroneus Tertius insertion

5.19 ±0.01

–4.72 ±0.32

4.34 ±0.11

Foot
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Fig. 7. Muscles modeled via attachment points on the skeleton.

3. Results
The five registered integrated foot models are shown in Fig.8. The surface landmark coordinates and their
corresponding bony positions on the skeleton model are all measured in Geomagic Studio in order that they can be
compared (Fig.9). Tab.2 reveals the measurement results (the skin thickness has been neglected).
Table 2. Deviations between surface landmarks and bony sites (6 bony landmarks were sampled).
The measured positions

Deviation (mm)
Sub 1

Sub 2

Sub 3

Sub 4

Sub 5

Average

First MTP joint

3.232

2.661

4.120

2.225

4.027

3.253

Tip of the second toe

2.211

3.359

3.378

3.078

3.559

3.117

Tip of the 3 toe

2.583

1.438

2.553

3.768

1.786

2.426

Tip of the 4th toe

3.353

3.245

2.577

2.294

3.798

3.053

Tip of the 5th toe

3.067

2.545

3.071

2.885

1.095

2.533

Lateral side of the 5th metatarsal
head or 5th metatarsal joint

1.254

2.879

1.421

1.332

2.021

1.781

Fig. 8. The skeleton-surface registered foot models basing on bony landmarks.
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Fig. 9. Measurement of two corresponding points between surface landmark and bony position (dashed line).

4. Conclusion and discussion
We adopted six typical bony landmarks for the results demonstration. What is worth to mention is the foot skin
thickness is neglected in this study. According to Shuster et al. (1975) [23], the skin thickness of female is 1.2mm on
average. If the results are calibrated with this value, a 1~2mm error, which is close to the precision of Kinect
scanning system [20], will be revealed in the results. Admittedly, there are other error sources such as palpation
inaccuracy and scaling error, which will be further explored basing on larger sample size and advanced medical
equipment, e.g. pulse ultrasound device which can also utilized for measuring foot upper skin thickness. There are
similar work done by other researchers harnessing MRI technology together with image segmentation and 3D
reconstruction [24]. Although higher accuracy and musculoskeletal customization are obtained, the time and labour
consuming work and unwillingness of subjects to participate in characterize the conventional method by poor
convenience, operability, accessibility and more significant, high cost. The method proposed in this paper can
considerably avoid the drawbacks aforementioned and also produces practical precision for footwear applications.
However, this study still needs further research due to lack of high-end medical devices for soft tissue structure
detection and validation, such as validation of foot muscle attachment locations. The morphing approach, especially,
requires modification focusing on multiple degrees of freedom (DOF) affine transformation. Besides, since there are
little inter-individual variation at the interface of two bones, the joint structures in the generic reference model
(derived from either cadaver anatomy database or MRI data statistically) will be kept fixed during the morphing
procedure with only the bones sharing this joint scaled. The method proposed contributes to musculoskeletal
integrated modeling of female foot. The results demonstrated decent average error after skeletal morphing and
registration between the textured foot surface and the internal anatomical structures.
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